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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

COVID-19 injection mandates raise glaring questions, with a key one revolving around natural

immunity. Your immune system is designed to work in response to exposure to an infectious

agent. Your adaptive immune system, speciOcally, generates antibodies that are used to Oght

pathogens that your body has previously encountered.

If you’ve had COVID-19, the research is strong that you’re well protected against reinfection. New

data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention even show that prior COVID-19

infection, i.e., natural immunity, is more protective than COVID-19 injections.

However, people with natural immunity continue to be discriminated against and are still

expected to get double- or triple-jabbed in order to comply with vaccine mandates — an

unprecedented move in history.

‘Unprecedented’ Denial of Natural Immunity

The U.S. Supreme Court recently upheld a vaccine mandate at the Centers for Medicare &

Medicaid Service (CMS), which is part of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. The

mandate affects 10.4 million health care workers employed at 76,000 medical facilities,  making

no exceptions for those who have natural immunity to COVID-19 due to prior infection.

Speaking with The Epoch Times, Dr. Scott Atlas, a former White House COVID-19 Task Force

adviser, called the SCOTUS ruling “another denial of scientiOc fact,” adding:

“Our continued denial of superior protection in recovered individuals, with or without

vaccination, compared to vaccinated individuals who’ve never had the infection … the

denial of that is simply unprecedented in modern history. Proven fact and decades of

fundamental immunology are somehow denied. If we are a society where the leaders

repeatedly deny the fact, I’m very concerned about the future of such a society.”

While upholding the vaccine mandate for medical facilities that accept Medicare or Medicaid

payments, SCOTUS blocked a White House mandate that would have required private companies

with 100 or more employees to ensure staff have gotten a COVID-19 injection or were tested

regularly for COVID-19 — or face steep Ones.

The Labor Department's Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) was supposed to

be in charge of enforcing the rule, which would have affected more than 80 million U.S. workers.

Of their decision, the court noted:

“Although Congress has indisputably given OSHA the power to regulate occupational

dangers, it has not given that agency the power to regulate public health more broadly.

Requiring the vaccination of 84 million Americans, selected simply because they work for

employers with more than 100 employees, certainly falls in the latter category.”

Despite the private business vaccine mandate being struck down, the White House urged states

and businesses to voluntarily enact sweeping vaccine mandates,  again ignoring the fact that

many people are already naturally immune.

World No. 1 tennis player Novak Djokovic is a prime example — despite previously having COVID-

19, and therefore having acquired natural immunity, he was barred from playing at the Australian

Open because he didn’t get the COVID-19 injection.

Natural COVID-19 Immunity Superior to Shot-Derived Immunity

Data from New York and California health occials, published in the CDC’s Morbidity and Mortality

Weekly Report, show that people who had previously had COVID-19 were far better protected

against COVID-19 infection with the Delta variant than people who had been jabbed. The report

states:

“By the week beginning October 3, compared with COVID-19 cases rates among

unvaccinated persons without a previous COVID-19 diagnosis, case rates among

vaccinated persons without a previous COVID-19 diagnosis were 6.2-fold (California) and

4.5-fold (New York) lower; rates were substantially lower among both groups with

previous COVID-19 diagnoses, including 29.0-fold (California) and 14.7-fold lower (New

York) among unvaccinated persons with a previous diagnosis, and 32.5-fold (California)

and 19.8-fold lower (New York) among vaccinated persons with a previous diagnosis of

COVID-19.

During the same period, compared with hospitalization rates among unvaccinated

persons without a previous COVID-19 diagnosis, hospitalization rates in California

followed a similar pattern. These results demonstrate that vaccination protects against

COVID-19 and related hospitalization, and that surviving a previous infection protects

against a reinfection and related hospitalization.

Importantly, infection-derived protection was higher after the Delta variant became

predominant, a time when vaccine-induced immunity for many persons declined because

of immune evasion and immunologic waning.”

In another study,  researchers reviewed studies published in PubMed and found that the risk of

reinfection with SARS-CoV-2 decreased by 80.5% to 100% among people who had previously had

COVID-19. Additional research cited in their review found:

Among 9,119 people who had previously had COVID-19, only 0.7% became reinfected.

At the Cleveland Clinic in Cleveland, Ohio, the incidence rate of COVID-19 among those who

had not previously been infected was 4.3 per 100 people; the COVID-19 incidence rate

among those who had previously been infected was zero per 100 people.

The frequency of hospitalization due to a repeated COVID-19 infection was Ove per14,840

people, or .03%, according to an Austrian study; the frequency of death due to a repeated

infection was one per 14,840 people, or .01%.

Given these Ondings, the researchers concluded that previous infection status should be

documented and recovered patients counseled on their risk for reinfection. They stated:

“Given the evidence of immunity from previous SARS-CoV-2 infection, however, policy

makers should consider recovery from previous SARS-CoV-2 infection equal to immunity

from vaccination for purposes related to entry to public events, businesses, and the

workplace, or travel requirements.”

It’s Rare to Get Reinfected by SARS-CoV-2

In a letter to the editor of The New England Journal of Medicine, Dr. Roberto Bertollini of the

Ministry of Public Health in Doha, Qatar, and colleagues estimated the eccacy of natural

immunity against reinfection by comparing data in the national cohort.

They found that immunity acquired from previous infection was 92.3% effective against

reinfection with the beta variant and 97.6% effective against reinfection with the alpha variant.

Protection persisted even one year after the primary infection.

Researchers from Ireland  also conducted a systematic review including 615,777 people who

had recovered from COVID-19, with a maximum duration of follow-up of more than 10 months.

“Reinfection was an uncommon event,” they noted, “… with no study reporting an increase in the

risk of reinfection over time.” The absolute reinfection rate ranged from zero percent to 1.1%,

while the median reinfection rate was just 0.27%.

Another study revealed similarly reassuring results. It followed 43,044 SARS-CoV-2 antibody-

positive people for up to 35 weeks, and only 0.7% were reinfected. When genome sequencing

was applied to estimate population-level risk of reinfection, the risk was estimated at 0.1%.

Again, there was no indication of waning immunity over seven months of follow-up, with the

researchers concluding, “Reinfection is rare. Natural infection appears to elicit strong protection

against reinfection with an eccacy >90% for at least seven months.”

Another study from Israel also had researchers questioning “the need to vaccinate previously-

infected individuals,” after their analysis showed similar risks of reinfection among those with

vaccine-induced or natural immunity. SpeciOcally, vaccination had an overall estimated eccacy

of preventing reinfection of 92.8%, compared to 94.8% for natural immunity acquired via prior

infection.

Evidence from Washington University School of Medicine also shows long-lasting immunity to

COVID-19 exists in those who’ve recovered from the natural infection.  At both seven months

and 11 months after infection, most of the participants had bone marrow plasma cells (BMPCs)

that secreted antibodies speciOc for the spike protein encoded by SARS-CoV-2.

The BMPCs were found in amounts similar to those found in people who had been vaccinated

against tetanus or diphtheria, which are considered to provide long-lasting immunity. “Overall, our

data provide strong evidence that SARS-CoV-2 infection in humans robustly establishes the two

arms of humoral immune memory: long-lived BMPCs and memory B cells,” the researchers

noted.

This is among the best available evidence of long-lasting immunity, because this immunological

memory is a distinct part of the immune system that’s essential to long-term protection, beyond

the initial immune response to the virus.

Getting the Shot May Be Worse After Prior Infection

If you’ve had COVID-19, getting injected may pose an even greater risk, to the extent that Dr.

Hooman Noorchashm, Ph.D., a cardiac surgeon and patient advocate, has repeatedly warned the

FDA that “clear and present danger” exists for those who have had COVID-19 and subsequently

get the injection.

At issue are viral antigens that remain in your body after you are naturally infected. The immune

response reactivated by the COVID-19 injection can trigger inoammation in tissues where the

viral antigens are present. The inner lining of blood vessels, the lungs and the brain may be

particularly at risk of such inoammation and damage.  Writing in Lancet Infectious Diseases,

researchers also explained:

“Some people who have recovered from COVID-19 might not bene]t from COVID-19

vaccination. In fact, one study found that previous COVID-19 was associated with

increased adverse events following vaccination with the Comirnaty BNT162b2 mRNA

vaccine (P]zer–BioNTech). In addition, there are rare reports of serious adverse events

following COVID-19 vaccination.”

As it stands, the U.S. CDC continues to push universal injections, despite past infection status,

and natural immunity is not considered adequate to enter the growing number of venues

requiring vaccine passports. This isn’t the case in Switzerland, where residents who have had

COVID-19 in the past 12 months are considered to be equally as protected as those who’ve been

injected.

The end-goal of vaccine passports, though, isn’t to simply track one shot. Your entire identity,

including your medical history, Onances, sexual orientation and much more, could soon be stored

in a mobile app that’s increasingly required to partake in society. While some might call this

convenience, others would call it oppression.

You can Oght back against vaccine mandates and their related vaccine passports by not

supporting establishments that require proof of a shot or a negative test, and avoiding all digital

identities and vaccine ID passports offered as a means of increasing “access” or “convenience.”

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has Onally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to

access my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com

before anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on

Substack.
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The greatest threat facing humanity is the increasingly pervasive system of fascist tyranny whereby corporations and government have

merged and now feed off each other to perpetuate "health crises" for proOt. The coronavirus "pandemic" and the incorporation of mRNA

vaccines combined demonstrate a corrupt system, which the globalist elites will empower to achieve their goals of power and money.

The essential chapter is disinformation with contempt for natural immunity. 6 BIG DIFFERENCES BETWEEN NATURAL VS.

VACCINE-INDUCED IMMUNITY 1. Intramuscular jabs don't induce sterilizing immunity in the upper airway 2. Intramuscular jabs induce

immunity that wanes quickly while naturally acquired immunity is more robust and durable 3.

Intramuscular jabs induce immunity to the spike protein of the original Wuhan strain of SARS-CoV-2, not the currently circulating forms

such as omicron or delta 4. The payload of intramuscular jabs is not limited to the deltoid muscle as we were led to believe in the early

days of roll-out 5. Intramuscular jabs rely heavily on inducing immunity through B cell IgG antibodies and not innate immunity or T cells

6. Might COVID-19 jabs awaken the sleeping dragon of autoimmunity?

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/differences-natural-vaccine-induce..  (04/02/2022).

The genocide of children with the combination of transgenic vaccines will deepen new cancers and diseases in young people. Britain's

Occe for National Statistics has released data indicating that children who received the COVID-19 vaccines have suffered a death rate

52 times higher than their counterparts who did not receive the vaccines.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/children-in-britain-up-to-52-times-more-like..  (02/02 /2022).
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This article by Robert W Malone MD, in Substack: Vaccine spike antigen and mRNA persist for two months in lymph node

germinal centers... protein production of spike is higher than those of severely ill COVID-19 patients!. The document also points

out that the antibody response is IgG, not IgA or IgM, which are the ones that produce a strong mucosal immune response

necessary for respiratory diseases. rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/a-health-public-policy-nightmare?token=eyJ1c..  (02.08.2022)

Vaccinated people now make up the majority of Wuhan coronavirus cases and deaths in New South Wales.

people with double vaccination accounted for 98 percent of cases. In contrast, unvaccinated people, or those classiOed as "not

having an effective dose" by NSW Health, accounted for less than one per cent of cases. The NSW numbers reoect COVID trends

in Europe, where recent data from Denmark, the UK and Iceland reported higher rates of infection among vaccinated people, with

some calling it the "vaccinated pandemic". www.lifesitenews.com/news/vaccinated-people-are-majority-of-covid-case..

 (02/02/2022)
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Hi Gui and pipblanc, Somehow missed watching this second in a video series of COVID reports, by Infowars' Alex Jones,

"Covidland the Mask (Full Movie 2022) Enjoy" - www.bitchute.com/.../QMDGFpqYDFkd  - it was released about a week ago, about

1-1/2 hrs long. The Orst half is well-known information, the second half focuses on teen suicides, as some became increasingly

isolated from their friends and existing social structure. (The story of the shots is the third in this series, coming at a later date.)
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Seems like a lot of fancy verbiage to say, "the shot doesn't work and causes harm," period, end of story.  Biden and the admin are

fools, as well as the leadership on our globe.  All I can think is they must be being bribed with a helluva lot of $$ to make it last

this long - because it should have died out by now.  Fauci was correct that social media would keep this thing playing out.

Between that and MSM (which my cousin in TX says people aren't wearing masks (hardly did anyways) and no one is really

talking about it anymore... I'm happy to say, aside from this bacterial infection in my lungs (I think it came from breathing the

infected air of the fully vaccinated yet positive person who drove me home from the airport after testing twice on a home test

and it showing negative) I've been resting, but quite comfortable.

The fully vax'd person isn't just still sick, he's also suffering from horriOc insomnia. I Ond that odd because I have never slept so

much in my life - it's utterly FANTASTIC! hahaha... I wonder how many vaxd persons are suffering from insomnia, especially after

coming down with covid pfft, it's so stupid to think this shot does anything. I stayed healthy for 2 years into this plandemic - the

irony of a fully vax'd family member giving to me IS NOT LOST ON ME. Pfft.
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It would seem what the last two years has shown is what people here have been exploring & discussing, One Size Doesn't Fit All.

With all the sketchy testing showing the majority of the massive numbers of cases are just people who have been around

someone who tested positive from a sketchy test. This all suggest the majority get what is going around without much or any

symptoms. What we get is what is best for Big Pharma ProOt$, blanket Vax's for all whether they need them or not. What we get

is Gates/Fauci Market Science geared for maximum proOts. It's not targeted treatment for those it may help doesn't make them

money, it's full speed ahead, damn the torpedoes, what's important is to make as much money as possible.

So, what if it encourages other sickness this is just more business opportunity. The problem with Ivermectin & others is not do

they work; it's they're inexpensive & do work. They are suppressed to promote new product protected by patents and generating

massive proOts compared to the generic proven safe meds. Especially with our current situation the new big bucks' potions are

showing to be very toxic, but for Rockefeller Medicine this doesn't matter, what matters is what is my cut? (See today's following

article, the alarming reason why some people die from ou.) We are living in an upside-down world.
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Thank you ROSE, yes, the lockdowns, in addition to the serious economic crisis that will cause more deaths from hunger and

inequalities, mental problems are causing suicides. Five times as many children and young people committed suicide than died

from COVID-19 during the Orst year of the pandemic in the UK, according to a study, which also concluded that lockdowns are

more detrimental to children's health than the virus itself. "The risk of children and young people being removed from their

normal activities in education and social events may result in a greater risk than that of SARS-CoV-2 itself," the study concluded,

citing the occial name of COVID-19. www.theepochtimes.com/Ove-times-more-children-committed-suicide-than-..  (2021)

In the Netherlands they have led to an increase in serious mental health problems, including an increase in suicides among

children and adolescents. The Dutch Psychiatric Association (DPA) reported that suicide rates among young Dutch people will

skyrocket in 2021. “Closed higher education institutions and vocational schools threaten to leave young people with permanent

mental health issues,” said Dutch Psychiatric Association chairman Elnathan Prinsen in a report by the NL Times.

“The lockdown is intended to prevent illness, but it is the lockdown that is making people sick,” Prinsen added, explaining that his

Oeld has been oooded by reports of young people exhibiting “serious problems” with loneliness, stress, and depression, which he

suggests at young ages “can lead to a [permanent] mental disorder.”

www.lifesitenews.com/news/making-people-sick-dutch-psychiatrists-decry..  (02/18/2022)
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Thanks Tracy, very possible that it could be infected from a vaccinated person. It is precisely those who have been vaccinated

who should be prohibited from traveling, working, or attending public spaces, because they can doubly contagious due to the

internal viral load if they get Covid, and because they are "eliminating" enriched proteins. The truth, as you have commented and

suffered, is that the story has reference to the damage of "vaccines". A peer-reviewed scientiOc article published in the journal

Tropical Diseases, Travel Medicine and Vaccines found that the DTaP vaccine for diphtheria, tetanus, and pertussis (whooping

cough) is causing children who receive it to be more likely to get the whooping cough later in life.

childrenshealthdefense.org/news/pertussis-vaccine-failure-not-failure-..  

A study found that natural immunity against the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) is maintained 20 months after infection.

According to researchers led by Dr. Dorry Segev of the Organ Transplantation Epidemiology Research Group at Johns Hopkins

University, antibodies against the receptor-binding domain (RBD) of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein remain in 99 percent of study

participants who tested positive for the virus, some of whom contracted the disease 20 months earlier.

www.theepochtimes.com/natural-immunity-to-covid-19-detected-at-20-mont..  (04/02/2022)
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Denial of Natural Immunity in Vaccine Mandates Unprecedented
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

People with natural COVID-19 immunity continue to be discriminated against and are

still expected to get double- or triple-jabbed in order to comply with vaccine

mandates — an unprecedented move in history

*

New data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention show that prior

COVID-19 infection, i.e., natural immunity, is more protective than COVID-19

injections

*

The U.S. Supreme Court recently upheld a vaccine mandate at the Centers for

Medicare & Medicaid Service (CMS), which affects 10.4 million health care workers employed at 76,000 medical facilities, making no

exceptions for those who have natural immunity to COVID-19 due to prior infection

*

One study found that the risk of reinfection with SARS-CoV-2 decreased by 80.5% to 100% among people who had previously had COVID-19*

In Switzerland, residents who have had COVID-19 in the past 12 months are considered to be equally as protected as those who’ve been

injected

*
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Thank you Just, very accurate expressions. The reality is that the "vaccine" against Covid is increasing the beneOts of the

Pharmaceutical MaOa for the economic beneOt of the "vaccine", the immediate and future damage due to the deregulation of the

immune system, the ADE and the damage to the own DNA. Many diseases including cancer, even in young people, will be the true

epidemic of the coming decades. PFIZER PREDICTS RECORD PROFITS FROM COVID PRODUCTS, SAYS CHANCES ‘VERY HIGH’

FDA WILL AUTHORIZE VACCINE FOR BABIES AND TODDLERS. POzer announced Tuesday projected combined sales of its COVID

vaccine and antiviral drug Paxlovid should top $54 billion in 2022, but the company's stock dropped sharply today.

Initial results of the POzer trial with children under 5 showed no positive effects from the vaccine. Still, the FDA invited POzer to

submit the vaccine for approval with the hope that a third booster shot, still untested, would show a beneOt. The FDA's vaccine

advisory committee is scheduled to meet Feb. 15 to consider approval of the shots for infants and

toddlers.childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pOzer-record-proOts-covid-vaccin..  (02/ 09/2022)
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Maxwell53
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Gui, There is no such thing as Covid-19 as a clinical disease. As long as people around here parrot that they will miss the point

entirely.  Covid-19 is a money laundering scheme not a medical condition.  There's also no such thing as "The Wuhan strain of

SARS-CoV2"- you need to get off that merry-go-round. Amazing to me to see how many intelligent people actually believe any of

the lies they have been sold these past two years.
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har1272
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And why do people like myself, who have been virus free for over two years and without previous Covid infection, not count as

having immunity? Are we miracles?
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har - its possible any cold or ou that was relatively recent will impart some immunity. Also possible your time has not yet

come...for a bad head cold!
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Hi Maxwell is the plan agreed upon at event 201 and redeOned at Davos on the way to the Great Reset. Mass training psychosis

is a form of brainwashing and mind control by the deep state media. This media imposes a hypnosis on the masses to believe

that there is a terrifying "virus" ooating in the air, and the only way to stop it is by wearing a mask and getting "vaccinated";

Otherwise, you could die a horrible death while endangering your own family and friends or professional colleagues. It's not

about rational thinking, it's about fear oooding your feelings based on misinformation. It's the kind of mindset and thought

process that actually gives that privilege to someone on a television screen or on social media. social.
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Hi HAR, as ROSE says, it is possible that infections by other coronaviruses grant memory cell immunity, Currently there are seven

types of coronaviruses that infect humans, four of them (HCoV-229E, HCoV-OC43, HCoV-NL63 and HCoV -HKU1) are very

common and some of them are present in the common cold along with other agents. pathogens such as rhinoviruses, so it is

estimated that a very high proportion of the population has developed defenses against them, being mostly immunized. In

addition to these four coronaviruses, three more have appeared more recently: SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, More

information in the links en.as.com/.../1585319003_056685.html  | coronavirusexplained.ukri.org/.../cad0003

 | www.nationalgeographic.com.es/ciencia/siete-tipos-coronavirus-que-infe..
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Thanks RR and Gui. I have never had a ou shot, never had the ou and only ever had colds my entire life. Maybe I am an alien

hybrid? Lol. I do have A negative blood.
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"Despite the private business vaccine mandate being struck down, the White House urged states and businesses to voluntarily enact

sweeping vaccine mandates, again ignoring the fact that many people are already naturally immune." This should read, "Despite the

Supreme Court's ruling that POTUS mandates are an overreach of his powers, the acting prez ignores SCOTUS and does whatever he

wants, as usual."
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They just keep pushing, hopefully pushing Biden out of occe for supporting tyranny against the populace.
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Covid-19 is not a disease it is a money laundering scheme. They simply re-branded the ou and bacterial pneumonia and used catch-all

symptoms to "deOne" Covid-19- killed off hundreds of thousands of seniors through the mandated use of remdesivir and assorted toxic

treatments and conjured up "cases" through the fraudulent usage of PCR. Any legitimization of Covid-19 as an actual disease is a

distraction.
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HUGE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM. Prove this isn't an agenda by allowing natural immunity (a real thing!) to take the place of fake

vaccinations that don't stop nor prevent the spread of this stupid thing called covid. Anyone should be able to see through this. Anyone

with eyes open. Are we awake to see this travesty playing out? Come on!
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Yes, Tracy, natural immunity is disregarded while the "vaccine" is injected into children and young people who have no risk except

very serious pathologies. A whistleblower in the Canadian province of New Brunswick says a "mysterious" new disease is

circulating among young people that is causing rapid cognitive decline. It's been going on for the last few years and it really

started to get worse once the "vaccines" for the Wuhan coronavirus came out. It is described as “a progressive neurological

disease” that affects young people with no previous history of health problems or triggers. Some of its symptoms include rapid

weight loss, insomnia, hallucinations, dicculty thinking, and limited mobility.

www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jan/02/neurological-illness-affecting-y..  (02/01/2022)
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Its been obvious on so many levels, but for sure this ONE aspect is a stand alone truth these past few years is the greatest scam

put forth on humanity perhaps in history and these very same perps are still in their positions directing the narrative. The

deOnition of insanity!
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The elephant explained. healthicine.org/wordpress/censored-19-why-were-vaccines-created-faster..  Tracy
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Baker Creek Heirloom Seed Co reports a nationwide seed shortage. They also report a shortage of paper for seed catalogs & paper

seed packets. It is only early Feb and many people are prob thinking they will be able to buy the seed they need later. Consider the

broader implications seed/food and paper/wood shortages and plan accordingly. Are you stocked up on other garden, orchard and

pesticide supplies as well? Esp. diatomaceous earth? What about animal feed and seed to grow feed? Many seed companies are

putting very few seeds in a packet and germination may not be reliable.

They sell for less, but it is no bargain if you do not get enough seed and what you get does not thrive. Consider attending seed swaps if

that is still possible. Gardeners can also share with each other. If it is possible, raise extra food this year--someone will need it badly by

harvest time. Unfortunately, we have limited time for gardening this year due to other responsibilities) and will only produce a small

amount more than what we need for ourselves.

Many people do not think about food until their cupboard is bare. If you live in an apartment and cannot garden, now is the time to be

talking with landowners about using a part of their property--work out some kind of deal. Don't wait until you have hunger pains and

complain that "someone needs to do something" to provide for you if you have done nothing to provide for yourself. A cheap source of

seed is a truly organic health food store. Know which varieties are heirlooms and will thrive in your climate and days to harvest--do your

research! If you buy a melon or squash, you get the added advantage of being able to save the seed.

You can buy bulk bean and herbs (such as dill seed) from bulk bins for planting. Start sweet potato slips from one potato. Many

gardeners will divide plants or share cuttings. If you buy supermarket potatoes/garlic, make sure they have not been treated to prevent

sprouting. Ask farmers about harvesting wild food
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From time-to-time, I write off-topic food articles. A key to keeping our families well-fed on a budget is to be frugal and waste nothing.

Here are today’s ideas… maybe you will Ond something you can use, if not everything.  You are not yet done with that empty catsup,

mustard or jelly bottle—add vinegar, oil, (a bit of sweetener? herbs?) and shake or whisk to blend remaining residue and use it as salad

dressing. A light, thin tomato juice dressing works on a sprout salad—add vinegar, oil and season. Pan drippings can also be used to

make a hot salad dressing over spinach—saute onion, add vinegar/water, miso/water, sweetener. Pan drippings can also be used to

make gravy—add a bit of leftover coffee, beet water, etc and season to taste.

Pan drippings and leftovers can be used as a soup base with miso (and/or bone broth) and water. (I simmer the chicken breast carcass

with some meat on it to make bone broth, add miso and water to stretch the broth, poultry seasoning and leftover bits of vegetables

(onion, carrot, celery or loveage, perhaps reconstitute a dried mushroom, etc.). Add leftovers to bread dough—rice, nuts, jam, berries,

herbs, browned onion bits. Add leftovers to eggs or omlets—oven-puffed omlet topped with fruit or cheese, omlets with

onion-pepper-meat, roll eggs over half with Ollings such as cheese, eggs scrambled with corn.

Salads from microgreens and sprouts—maybe add a shredded carrot, thinly slice onion, shredded cabbage, a few edible

weeds—whatever you have with a homemade vinaigrette dressing. Homemade miso from beans you soak—many uses. Brewer’s yeast

adds a cheese oavor to soups, sauces and casseroles. Reduce meat in soup or casserole recipes.  Substitute vegetables for half of

meat in Mexican food recipes—zucchini, beans, rice, sweet potato, squash. Cook from scratch—nutrition is also a cost saving. Stock up

on shelf-stable items or what you can freeze when there are sales.  -continued-
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-continued- I separate wastes. I make vegetarian soup stock by simmering onion, carrot and celery (loveage) trimmings until

color fades and straining them—freeze extra stock. Egg shells and banana peels go in the tomato and pepper patch. Grate and

dry (organic) citrus peel—roll between palms of your hands to crumble before use. I marinate citrus peel in white vinegar about 2

weeks , shaking several times a day—Olter and put in a spray bottle to use as a household cleaner. The white pith can be blended

smooth and used as an antimicrobial med, too—blended into a smoothie. Deer do not get onions, garlic or citrus. I compost a lot

of what remains, esp. bones. If you have poultry or livestock, you may do things a bit differently.
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-continued- Plan ahead by preserving cheap and free food in-season. Many gardeners share their excess. Porridge for

breakfast—use whole grains with more water than usual--cook extra soft or grind grains to a oour and cook thick (similar to

“cream of” hot cereals). Also cornmeal mush, esp. if you raise heirloom corn. Assuming you can fruit without sugar—save the

liquid—dilute it as a beverage and sweeten a bit? Or add fruit juices to iced tea?

Thicken and sweeten any fruit juice (from canned fruit?) to use as syrup. (I recently made delicious pancakes (patties shaped by

hand) as a supper entree with 3 parts grated turnip (salt, let sit until moisture comes out and wring dry), 2 parts masked sweet

potato and stiffened with oatmeal and ground oax seed. I had huge turnips, the kind often used as cattle feed.) Consider that

pound of meat—would it go further as a soup, stew, or casserole? Make a thin white sauce and season it as a base or roux for

soups—any kind of vegetable—corn, green peas, chopped spinach, tomato, nettles, celery, potato, etc.

Leftover (home-brewed?) wine (inc. dregs) or (stale half cup) beer can be used to simmer meats or add to soups. Noodle

substitutes for soups—diced potato-yam-squash cubes, leftover cooked rice or other grain, chopped greens added last, whisked

egg poured thru a slotted spoon while stirring into boiling soup (like Egg Flower Soup), or topped with a handful of bean sprouts

and sliced basil just before serving. Homemade pizza is a great use for leftovers, too--I have become fond of a caulioower crust.

 -continued-
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The argument that vaccines provide better "immunity" than our sophisticated evolved body systems is obviously layers of

self-referential oxymorons, non-sequiturs, and fraudulent "science", when you realise that it's all over-complicated BS, and conspiracy to

'medically' enslave people as captive customers of a fraudulent 'medical' industry, and even as part of state/global oppression! It's as

dumb and impractical as a snake eating it's own tail! 1. Deliberately injecting a load of toxins and "antigen" of so-called "vaccines", will

always hamper the body handling the actual cause of earlier symptoms, and may be/become succiently toxic to cause signiOcantly

worse and/or prolonged disease symptoms! This is insane abuse, even assuming that an "immune system" exists.

2. Contagion and Germ Theory have no (honest and repeatable) scientiOc proof, therefore all alleged contagious disease restriction and

requirements are fraudulent administrative abuse, and all "vaccines" are fraudulent and medical assault. 3. Where is the strong

deOnitive scientiOc proof that we have this alleged "immune system"? The body does have waste/toxin disposal mechanisms, which

can cause disease symptoms, but that is hardly an "immune system". Sadly centuries of business and state lies have caused modern

'medicine' to systematically and fraudulently allege that these symptoms are caused by an alleged "immune system" Oghting antigens,

and needs to be treated/suppressed, rather than safely assisted, and maybe moderated!
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This just in: CDC now recognizes natural immunity, but with a caveat that keeps the door open for fascist corporations to still require a

shot. They say you shouldn't get a shot within 90 days of having recovered from covid. This implies that after 90 days natural immunity

is no longer robust enough and you should be shot. Where is the science for the 90 days? Sounds made up to me. Science says you

should never get the shot if you are recovered.
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Its at least a friggin 17 years!! Based on data from the sars-cov1 outbreak (LAB Leak) in China in 2004-05.
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This is the ONE aspect which should stand alone exposing fully just how corrupt the CDC, FDA NIH,WHO etc, and all those responsible

(we know who they are) for hijacking REAL science. If a Medical professional suggest a person get injected post natural infection they

should have their license taken away.
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I was just terminated from my job this week for being unvaxxed. I Oled for a religious exemption and I was authorized to work from

home full time by my superintendent. HR said they approved my exemption but denied my telecommuting, and refused to

accommodate.
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Wow - hmmm.  I wonder, are they looking for a lawsuit? (I'm sorry - but with the climate of nonworkers out there, I hope you Ond

something even better than what you could have ever imagined!!)
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Contact ICAN network for advice.
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It is a scientiOc truth that natural immunity EXISTS IN THE REAL WORLD. It is especially contrary to science to claim that an

experimental GMO-drug-called-a-"vaccine" which causes side effects like inoammation of the heart and brain is more effective than

natural immunity! When Fauci, Walensky, Gates, and every other pro-GMO-vaccine-promoter makes such an unscientiOc claim, we need

to remember one thing: They have KNOWN all along that their pronouncements are not REAL WORLD information but rather PHARMA

PROPAGANDA. And ALL the twisted case numbers, inadequate data collection, injuries and deaths which have resulted from their

insistence that we let go of REAL WORLD science and only "believe" in their GMO-vaccine dogma and claptrap narrative are now

compounded and result in Crimes Against Humanity.

Forcing us all to turn our backs on the REAL WORLD and science so that we can live in THEIR PHARMA PROPAGANDA WORLD OF100%

VACCINATION WITH NO ILLNESS AND NO TRANSMISSION has been a scam from the beginning, with us locked down and mandated

while they receive our billions and billions of dollars -- a debt we'll be paying off for all the foreseeable future. All this REAL WORLD

human suffering, all this anti-science hogwash, just so the richest can get even richer at our expense. We can't let them get away with

this theft and crimes against humanity.

They want to sacriOce a scapegoat (censuring Health and Human Services Director Xavier Becerra), but one scapegoat isn't what we

need. In the REAL WORLD, we need ALL the responsible individuals in this Pharma Propaganda Campaign Against Science to be ousted

so they never can be in positions of authority or power to do more crimes against humanity in the future. Why should anyone have died

from their "vaccines" that don't stop infection or transmission? But the fact that they continue to deny VACCINE INJURIES clearly

exposes their desire to continue to victimize us!
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cjohnstonexedyusa.com
Joined On 4/13/2013 12:11:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Republicans are discussing, GO RNC!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 10:40:47 AM
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newtonholly131gmail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 9:20:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What if "they" feel there are enough jabbed to self-spread the transmissable DNA changes to everyone now? Masks off! Mingle!  What if

the truckers have been covertly incouraged to block our supply chains, leading to wide-spread food shortages, etc?  They have AI. They

play both sides.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to the prescription pushers, your body is helpless/drugs are needed to get better....and prevention is a vaccine or early

detection...and so pills are the answer under Germ Theory and the other downstream diseases of "unknown" etiology ....while the

Terrain Theory of disease is obviously wrong!... Terrain/Charge Terrain can be easily corrected, infections and other chronic problems

prevented but then 90% of drugs would be unnecessary like weapons of war, wars and many chemicals...Oooops, that would break the

status quo of a phony empire built of bullshit monopolies held together by a bullshit narrative....See how they lie and squirm whenever

the narrative is attacked...
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Weapons - yes, these are pushed (used) or you get kicked out of the doctor's practice, 'cause that's all the white coats have been

taught. LOOK at the funding for med school, and there lies your answer~! no surprise. But the true cost of lockdown and masking

was the children. Its worse than I ever expected, with frontal lobes not developing properly without emotional signals from

parents and a lot more w depression, isolation and suicides goes on with the kids and teens. Also occurs for adults losing their

businesses and jobs? No US health care system is working for the people, rather it is all PHARMA based, meanwhile, POzer

announced 2021 earnings in the range of $100 Billion US. End game for the corporatocracy?
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glennlawngirl
Joined On 12/13/2021 6:32:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My 20 year old will be entering a radiography program in the fall. I’ve been praying that these insane mandates are over by then because

I’m sure the shot will be required. My daughter has worked for so long to get to this college and competitive process to get a seat in the

program. I’m going to have her get a antibody test to see if she’s had c19. Any suggestions for ways to obtain an exemption? She’s

moderately hearing impaired and has other issues that I’m convinced came from the child vaccines. This keeps me up at night. As a

student in a clinical setting she will have no clout or leg to stand on. The new lawsuit from the group of states representing healthcare

workers cannot be won soon enough. Our world is so screwed up.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Change career goals. Her health, including her survival, is in imminent danger. Surely you're aware by now. Is she?
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vaccines are proOtable preventative panacea. Because they only preventatives - they cannot cure - so no proof is needed. Vaccines

don't cure. Because they don't cure, the market is unlimited. There's always another in the wings, and another booster. You don't need to

be sick to buy them, just sick with fear. Natural immunity cures. Our immune system is a powerful curative force. When we have a new

infectious disease, which our immunity does not understand, our immune systems learn to Oght it and in most cases - they Oght it

successfully. Natural immunity is not a "thing" it is a process. Vaccines are thing. Infectious agents evolve around "things".

Life's like that. When it encounters a problem, it goes around it or through it - we call it a "breakthrough" infection. It's natural.

Breakthroughs are natural. Our immune systems are not "one thing" that is easily "broken through". Vaccines are a panacea. "a solution

or remedy for all dicculties or diseases". There are no real panaceas - although there is one most powerful curative, effective against

hundreds of diseases - it's illegal of course. So we can't call it a medicine. No matter that it cures. Our medical systems have no theory

of cure - so no cures can be proven, even when they occur.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nature always trumps the EGO of man...
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Natural immunity is the ONLY immunity! How can one, possibly derive immunity by being poisoned?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And what is immunity if the shot doesn't do a damn thing?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing; The shot does something alright...but deOnitely nothing good, or beneOcial!
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FrereJacque
Joined On 2/10/2022 4:39:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Having a healthy immune system should also exclude an individual from being pressured by the State to take their shots. This would

include a vit D blood level above 55 ng/ml, hgba1c less than 6, a whole food diet, low in sugar and low in starch, a BMI below 25, and

maybe other easily measurable metrics.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Will enough Oght back to put a stop to this or will we enter a prison age of dystopia?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You mean we're not already there?
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As you may know all Covid restrictions here in the UK are to be lifted by the end of February in an unprecedented announcement

yesterday that took the nation by surprise. (It is rumoured that the PM is trying to keep his job!) What was not made clear at all was

whether the vaccination requirement is also being lifted...if it is, I feel thoroughly vindicated! If not, well, I am not sure what to think.

Whatever, I feel this could be a step in the right direction - perhaps they do not want protests like our brave Canadian/US truckers!!!!
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The rapid removal of mandates and required vaccine passports, etc., really do raise the question: What is the science behind

their removal? To me it looks like this: There was NEVER any science indicating they were needed in the Orst place, so it is very

easy to arbitrarily remove them on a Tuesday or whatever -- what difference does it make? Science isn't part of the equation at

all! Just the overlords' perception of the current touchy mood of the public! That's how oimsy their narrative is, how devoid of

science it is. That's why they can alter it without a single scientiOc reason! It was all smoke and mirrors, so, so what if they now

remove certain things. Just my view at where we are right now, still controlled by their de facto totalitarian powers taken under

the guise of pandemic emergency requirements. What we need to do is REMOVE their ability to continue or maintain this power

grab.
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bluesky17
Joined On 9/29/2011 8:09:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Three days ago, the DHS published its latest summary of threats of terrorism, and the enemy is anyone openly disagreeing with

statements made by government occials: www.dhs.gov/ntas/advisory/national-terrorism-advisory-system-bulletin-..  (via Victoria Taft

at PJ Media). So. Hello to you, fellow threat actors. Until today I did not realize that I must be completely silent if I have a thought not in

absolute concert with little Dr. Doom at the CDC or Lord and Master Fauci at NIH.  Not to mention the Glorious and Perfect 2020

presidential election with gave us the Ultimate Genius in Joseph Biden.  I have read the warnings here and elsewhere and have paid

attention. But I have had private conversations where I expressed different opinions from the Luminaries'. Hello to you and goodbye to

the US Constitution, at least until November. Watch your local elections closely.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Men abandon whole truth & think they've gotten away with something....but then it comes around & bites them in the butt with Law

detached from truth, as well as mercy. Living, evolved-by-men Bibles lead to living, evolved-by-men Law & Constitutions ....the only

determining factors remaining being craft, cunning & power which end at the grave with eternity: Hell & the Lake of Fire, yet to pay

individually; while there's coming a major payday coming for the nations & corporate powers going down this road. Denying & evading

truth is really only postponing meeting up with it at a later date when its too late to repent & receive the remedy.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are we still 'discussing' this? Why don't we just tell the truth? The mRNA nanobot shots, are not beneOcial in any way - they are

maiming and KILLING people! End of discussion!
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Maxwell53
Joined On 3/23/2021 7:53:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Correct Randy.  Dancing around the fact that these injections are anything but poison is a distraction.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Maxwell. I see that I'm at the bottom again...it doesn't matter - I know I'm right!
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Johns Hopkins University conOrms: You can be v@ccinated with a PCR test, even without knowing

zeromandatoryvaxx.com/2022/johns-hopkins-university-conOrms-you-can-b..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This has always been in the back of my mind. I hate this. I'm def going to bring a magnifying glass if I ever face testing again. I

wonder how many people they are experimenting on. I remember watching a video of a woman driving off with her PCR test - and

they put it under a microscope. That was a while ago - and it's stayed in the back of my mind.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for this important info.
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keysellyn
Joined On 10/8/2012 4:03:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve had covid 2x. The 1st time ( cOVID-19 ) 07/20, 2020 - 08/25, 2020. The 2nd 12/27, 2021 to 01/10, 2022. (omicron variant ). it was 1

1/2 yr between the COVID-19 and the omicron. So ,that would mean, natural immunity for 1and 1/2 yr. But at some point I’m going to

have to be vaccinated to keep from getting Covid at all. My natural immunity per se lasted 1 1/2 yr. there’s no guarantee of that. I have

no idea when /where I’m going to contract Covid again. I might add I am also a Covid long haulers. so being a long hauler, did that

guarantee immunity for a 1 1/2 yr? And since Omicron , I am still a long hauler apparently. So will my next immunity last 1 1/2 yr?

Covid19 was bad and destroyed my life as I knew it before.

omicron was mild in comparison but it had longer lung and thoracic cramping affects a week after my illness was over. In fact the lung

effects are still lingering , second week of February 2022. Natural immunity only goes so far. At some point I’m going to have to get

vaccinated. Unless Covid mutates out like the ou . At which it’s a hit or miss if you even get the ou. I’ve never had a ou shot and I’ve had

ou twice in the last 10 years. But apparently I don’t think Covid is like that. Covid may be a yearly occurrence ,new strains or a

continuance of original with new ones. yes Covid may outpace the ou.

replacing the ou in that respect. I might add that I am 60 yr old with Polly auto immune . one being lupus which has a history of quickly

destroying, quickly repairing damages in the body. I do believe Covid has greatly affected that. it seems, I’m a rapid cycler now . I also

have inherited hr- blood factor conditions such as natural arrhythmia, hypertension, arterial and arthrosclerosis, megaloblastic anemia,

and cyanosis( a new development since omicron) Xmas. The oximeter reads normal with shortness of breath, but my cheeks and lips

turn blue like my 85 yr mother’s . Which suspects capillarial micro clotting. ?? Covid expedited! Tysm!
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